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- North America’s greatest mission opportunity!

FRENCH AROUND THE
WORLD
“The field is the world…”
Matthew 13:38
One of the joys of being missionaries to Quebec is the partners the
Lord has connected us to over the
years; pastors and other missionaries. The French language and translation ministry has formed a bond
with ministries represented in virtually every continent of the world.
Thanks to the French Literature Cooperative, every significant French
population of the world is represented around a single vision of the
preparation and release of French
apostolic resources. France, Europe,
Africa, and North America: all are
connected in communication and
the sharing of written Apostolic resources. If you know of those who
could benefit from these free
French ministry resources, they are
available for download at:
www.flc-clf.com.
Liane and the translation team/
ministry that she leads have contributed immensely to this ongoing
work. With the support of dedicated
workers and many sponsors, The
King’s Translators have translated
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over a million and a half words!
Six Apostolic children’s church
series, many ladies’ ministry resources including the Pure Path
series, and six Apostolic doctrine
and church growth related books.
More apostolic books are in process, and many people have been
blessed by the team’s work. One
Congolese Pastor exclaimed, “We
didn’t know there were other people who believed the Oneness
message, until we received these
French books!”
In our work in Quebec we have
connected with French speakers
from many countries, but especially those from Africa. The continent of Africa has 26 countries
where French is one of the official languages. In 2010, it was
estimated that there were 120 million French speakers on the continent! What a mission field.
Pray that the connection we have
garnered to Africa right here in
Quebec would birth both laborers
and a release of Apostolic truth
proclaiming resources in the largest French field in the world. En
équipe ! Together we can reach
the world. Thanks so much for
your support.
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